Errata for Magalog 6 (4/27/15)
Equilibrium Reversible Loop Pattern (Page 8)
The following row should read as follows:
Rnd 8: K1, P2, *Smock St, P2, K1, P2; rep from * to last 3 sts, Smock St, P2.

Briar Rows Brioche Loop (Page 11)
(For patterns dated prior to 12/18/14):
The download pattern has been amended to include the following note under Color Transistion:
Color Transition:
Note: For a wider color transition, work Rnds 1 through 6. For a narrower transition (lavender version), work only Rnds 1 through 3.
Rnd 1 (CC): *Yf, sl1yo, k1; rep from * to end of rnd.
Rnd 2 (CC): *Yf, sl1+yo. k1; rep from * to end of rnd.
Rnd 3 (CC): *Brk, k1; rep from * to end of rnd. Hang yarn in front of work.
Rnd 4 (MC): *K1, yf, sl1yo; rep from * to end of rnd.
Rnd 5 (MC): *K1, yf, sl1+yo; rep from * to end of rnd.
Rnd 6 (MC): *K1, brk; rep from * to end of rnd.

Blank Slate Cardi (shown on Page 27 – available as free download)
(For patterns dated prior to 03/25/15):
Added under Designer Notes:
5.

If using the Owl chart, or for a longer sweater, an extra 8 rows is needed in the length (see “Note” before Splitting the Body).

Added Note and optional rows under Fronts and Back:
Rows 35 - 37: Switch to MC and work 3 rows in est pat.
Note: For a longer sweater, or to accommodate the Owl charted duplicate stitching, add the following rows before Splitting the Body:
Rows 38 - 45 (optional): Work 8 rows in St st.

Flying Pig Pattern (Page 40)
Added Gauge:
GAUGE: 20 sts x 25 rnd = 4” x 4” in St st on larger needles.
Under Left Wing:
The following rows should read as:
Row 17: P1, SSP, pass first stitch over; PUK-PO 5x, wyif slip 1 stitch to RH needle, pass first stitch over this stitch, pass this stitch back to LH needle;
P1, K1, P1, turn.
Rows 18 & 20: Knit.
Row 19: P1, K1, P1.
Row 21 - 24: Repeat Rows 17 - 20.
Row 25: P1, SSP, pass first stitch over; PUK-PO 5x, cut yarn leaving a 6" tail and pull through last stitch.
Under Right Wing:
The following rows should read as:
Row 16: K1, K2tog, pass first stitch over; PUK-PO 5x, wyib slip 1 stitch to RH needle, pass first stitch over this stitch, pass this stitch back to LH
needle, K3, turn.
Rows 17 & 19: P1, K1, P1.
Row 18: K3.
Rows 20 - 23: Repeat Rows 16 - 19.
Row 24: K1, K2tog, pass first stitch over; PUK-PO 4x, cut yarn leaving a 6" tail and pull through last stitch.

Channeled Colors Brioche Loop & Scarf (Page 41)
The following abbreviations are needed to successfully knit this pattern.
ABBREVIATIONS:
k2tog wyo

knit the next knit stitch together with its paired yarnover

p2tog wyo

purl the next purl stitch together with its paired yarnover

sl1

slip one stitch purlwise

wyif

with yarn in front

wyo

with yarn over (from previous row / round)

YOK

(with yarn at front and before a knit stitch) bring yarn over the top of the right needle to back of work and continue.

YOP

(with yarn at front and before a purl stitch) bring yarn over right needle and back to front again and continue.

